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Need of WaterNeed of Water

AgricultureAgriculture

IndustriesIndustries

DomesticsDomestics

LivestockLivestock

etc.etc.

Dyson, M., Dyson, M., BergkampBergkamp, G., and Scanlon, J. (2003)., G., and Scanlon, J. (2003).
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How much water is needed?How much water is needed?

For the sustainable For the sustainable 
environment?environment?

Dyson, M., Dyson, M., BergkampBergkamp, G., and Scanlon, J. (2003)., G., and Scanlon, J. (2003).
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Ecosystems not only have their own values but Ecosystems not only have their own values but 
also provide humans with essential services.also provide humans with essential services.

Water and Water and 
EcosystemEcosystem Montaigne, F and Essick, P. (2002).
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Sustainability of water resources requires Sustainability of water resources requires 
participatory ecosystemparticipatory ecosystem--based management.based management.

Colorado 
River

Montaigne, F and Essick, P. (2002).
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Water and ecosystem
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What are Environmental Flows?What are Environmental Flows?

No universally No universally 
agreed definition agreed definition 
of environmental of environmental 
flows. flows. 

Smakhtin,V.andSmakhtin,V.and Dassenaike,L.2004)Dassenaike,L.2004)
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EFsEFs represent the represent the 
flow regime a flow regime a 

river, wetland or river, wetland or 
coastal zone to coastal zone to 
maintain the maintain the 
integrity, integrity, 

productivity and productivity and 
services of services of 
freshwater freshwater 
dependent dependent 
ecosystems.ecosystems.

((Smakhtin,V.andSmakhtin,V.and
Dassenaike,L.2004)Dassenaike,L.2004)

Montaigne, F and Essick, P. (2002)
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Environmental Flow Environmental Flow 
regime is composed regime is composed 
of discharges of of discharges of 
particular magnitude, particular magnitude, 
frequency and timing. frequency and timing. 

Dyson, M., Dyson, M., BergkampBergkamp, G., and Scanlon, J. (2003)., G., and Scanlon, J. (2003).
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Easy concept of EFEasy concept of EF

EF means enough water is left in our EF means enough water is left in our 
riversrivers

Which is managed to ensure downstream Which is managed to ensure downstream 
environmental, social and economic environmental, social and economic 
benefits.benefits.

Achim Steiner, Director General IUCN-The World Conservation Union 
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To ensure a healthy river system from To ensure a healthy river system from 
ecological, economic and social aspects.ecological, economic and social aspects.
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Important conceptImportant concept

The assessment and maintenance of The assessment and maintenance of 
environmental flows is an integral part of environmental flows is an integral part of 
environmental water resources environmental water resources 
management. management. 
Smakhtin,V.andSmakhtin,V.and Dassenaike,L.2004)Dassenaike,L.2004)
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Aquifers excluded?Aquifers excluded?

It is also possible to talk about It is also possible to talk about 
environmentally acceptable limits of environmentally acceptable limits of 
groundwater exploitation and recharge.groundwater exploitation and recharge.

Smakhtin,V.andSmakhtin,V.and Dassenaike,L.2004)Dassenaike,L.2004)
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Groundwater 
Exploitation 
in Mexico

Montaigne, F and Essick, P. (2002).
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The Multidiscipline The Multidiscipline 

EFsEFs require the integration of a range of require the integration of a range of 
disciplines.disciplines.

Also requires negotiation between Also requires negotiation between 
stakeholders to bridge the different stakeholders to bridge the different 
interests among competing users.interests among competing users.
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Water supply management Water excess management Environmental restoration
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Environmental flows are relatively new practices for the Environmental flows are relatively new practices for the 
water sector, particularly in developing countries.water sector, particularly in developing countries.
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Initiatives related to environmental water Initiatives related to environmental water 
management and ecosystem restoration management and ecosystem restoration 
are emerging in the world.are emerging in the world.
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Water Pollution and Human Settlement
Montaigne, F and Essick, P. (2002).
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where are the flows?

Dyson, M., Dyson, M., BergkampBergkamp, G., and Scanlon, J. (2003)., G., and Scanlon, J. (2003).
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No more flowNo more flow……..when?..when?

There is a lack of There is a lack of 
awareness awareness 
throughout the sector throughout the sector 
and among the and among the 
general public about general public about 
EF concept and its EF concept and its 
application.application.

Dyson, M., Dyson, M., BergkampBergkamp, G., and Scanlon, J. (2003)., G., and Scanlon, J. (2003).
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Latin America, Africa and Asia do not have Latin America, Africa and Asia do not have 
at present either clear environmental flow at present either clear environmental flow 
legislation, or accepted approaches for legislation, or accepted approaches for 
assessment of this flows.assessment of this flows.
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Existing assessment methods, developed Existing assessment methods, developed 
elsewhere, are either not known, or elsewhere, are either not known, or 
seldom being applied.seldom being applied.

EF assessment methods and expertise EF assessment methods and expertise 
required to implement them are limited.required to implement them are limited.

The relevant adThe relevant ad--hoc studies and initiatives hoc studies and initiatives 
are poorly documented.are poorly documented.
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How to Evaluate How to Evaluate EFsEFs??

Environmental flows are always a compromise Environmental flows are always a compromise 
between between 

water for developmentwater for development water for nature.water for nature.andand
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The Assessment of The Assessment of EFsEFs

EFsEFs may similar to the assessment of may similar to the assessment of 
environmental water demand environmental water demand 

Through the process known as Through the process known as 
Environmental Flow AssessmentEnvironmental Flow Assessment

Smakhtin,V.andSmakhtin,V.and Dassenaike,L.2004)Dassenaike,L.2004)
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Environmental Flow AssessmentEnvironmental Flow Assessment

A number of scenarios A number of scenarios 
Different flow regimesDifferent flow regimes
Different environmental and social Different environmental and social 
benefit /costbenefit /cost
Stakeholders decide on the best scenarioStakeholders decide on the best scenario
A compromise of communityA compromise of community’’s multiples multiple

needsneeds
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EFA MethodologiesEFA Methodologies

Range from quick, lowRange from quick, low--confidence, confidence, 
desktop type assessmentsdesktop type assessments
(suitable for initial planning)(suitable for initial planning)

Detail comprehensive multidisciplinary Detail comprehensive multidisciplinary 
team (for detailed studies)team (for detailed studies)

Smakhtin,V.andSmakhtin,V.and Dassenaike,L.2004)Dassenaike,L.2004)
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A Flow Measurement TrainingA Flow Measurement Training
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How much EF should be?How much EF should be?

Depends on the hydrology and ecology of Depends on the hydrology and ecology of 
a particular river.a particular river.

The primitive stage river may required 60The primitive stage river may required 60--
80% of total annual natural flow.80% of total annual natural flow.

While the highlyWhile the highly--developed river may be developed river may be 
as low as 15as low as 15--20% of total natural flow.20% of total natural flow.
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How can EF be ensured?How can EF be ensured?

The flow may be regulated through dams, The flow may be regulated through dams, 
channels, changing management practices for channels, changing management practices for 
better use of available water for a more healthy better use of available water for a more healthy 
river.river.
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Environmental releasesEnvironmental releases

The release from dams may include The release from dams may include ‘‘low low 
flowflow’’ to allow the first seasonal flood to go to allow the first seasonal flood to go 
to the environmentto the environment

or to release flows to enhance the natural or to release flows to enhance the natural 
flood.flood.
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Infrastructure may be Infrastructure may be 
used to prevent flows to used to prevent flows to 
wetlands to imitate wetlands to imitate 
periodic natural in the periodic natural in the 
time of flood and drought.time of flood and drought.

And may not be used.
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And may And may 
notnot

be used!be used!
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Land use management and specific allocation Land use management and specific allocation 
policies, in unregulated river basin, can be also policies, in unregulated river basin, can be also 
used to ensured EF.used to ensured EF.
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Poor ecosystem…..and land use
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EFA involve with?EFA involve with?

Not only scientific aspect but also Not only scientific aspect but also 
Social and political issue Social and political issue 
Many different actorsMany different actors
From the highest rank of Government side From the highest rank of Government side 
To the local people and communitiesTo the local people and communities
Water managersWater managers
RBORBO
Research Research organisationsorganisations
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EF EF vsvs IWRMIWRM
The way to maintain The way to maintain 
the productivity and the productivity and 
essential goods and essential goods and 
service for both service for both 
human and human and 
ecosystemsecosystems……..

is through is through 
establishment and establishment and 
maintenance of EF.maintenance of EF.
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In South Africa, EF or so called In South Africa, EF or so called ““ecological reserveecological reserve””
have the priority over other water users. have the priority over other water users. 

Dyson, M., Dyson, M., BergkampBergkamp, G., and Scanlon, J. (2003)., G., and Scanlon, J. (2003).
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Dyson, M., Dyson, M., BergkampBergkamp, G., and Scanlon, J. (2003)., G., and Scanlon, J. (2003).
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Dyson, M., Dyson, M., BergkampBergkamp, G., and Scanlon, J. (2003)., G., and Scanlon, J. (2003).
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